Soviet Leaders Warn U.S. To Stop Intervention In Vietnam At Reception For Cosmonauts

MOSCOW, March 14—The Soviet Foreign Ministry has issued a statement of protest against the announced United States intervention in Vietnam, and warned that such interference could be used as an instrument of aggression.

The statement, signed by Foreign Ministry Chief Leonid Brezhnev, was issued in response to the United States' decision to send military aid to South Vietnam. Brezhnev said that any interference in Vietnam would be unacceptable and would be treated as aggression.

Finance Ministry Explains Reasons For Imposing Toll On Salang Highway

KABUL, March 24—Dr. Hamed, Rector of the Kabul College of Science under an affiliation with the University of Hamburg in Germany, who has come to Kabul to attend the seminar on higher education, has expressed his satisfaction with the arrangements made by the Ministry of Education and the Kabul College of Letters.

Dr. Hamed, who was introduced to Dr. Hamed, Rector of the Kabul College of Letters, said that the University of Hamburg had cooperated with the Kabul College of Letters in the field of higher education.

He added: "The University of Hamburg is interested in cooperation with the Kabul College of Letters in the field of higher education. We are planning to hold seminars and workshops on the latest developments in higher education and to promote the exchange of information and expertise between the two countries."

The Ministry of Education and the Kabul College of Letters have been advised to continue the work of maintaining the two main highways of the country—northern and eastern—through the Colombo Plan.

The government has already imposed tolls on the two main highways—northern and eastern—for the purpose of maintaining the highways year round.

The government has also decided to impose tolls on the two main highways to meet these expenditures. The price of gasolene and diesel for maintaining these highways will amount to Ms. 100,000,000.
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**Frontier’s New Year’s Address**

**Adoption Of Constitution Most Important Task Accomplished During Past Year**

The President of Frontier, in a new year’s address, has acknowledged the importance of the Constitution. He has pointed out that the Constitution has been adopted as a result of the hard work and dedication of all Afghans. He has further stated that the Constitution will provide a strong foundation for the development of the country.
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**Highway Toll**

Many may have been surprised by the high toll rates imposed in Afghanistan for the first time in its history. The decision however is fully justified. It is a step in the right direction towards the development of the country.

**Formation Of Political Parties In Afghanistan**

A Code Of Ethics And The Need For It

Every political party should abide by the Code of Ethics. A code of ethics provides a framework for the conduct of political parties. It should be enforced by the government to ensure that political parties act in accordance with the principles of democracy, equality, and justice.

**Important Telephones**

**Pharmacies**

**New Leon Defines**

**Attorney General’s Responsibilities**

As a principle, fatalities in conflicts are difficult to prevent. However, steps can be taken to minimize the impact of these events. The Attorney General has a crucial role to play in this regard. He should ensure that the laws and regulations are upheld and that justice is served.
**First Swim In Space**

**Mohammad Hu-feet of population growth’ on’ friendly r.elations and on prob- J.y, and to views on the development spokesman ,on ‘fo- minimum force’ was· reUired· and

**Chen Yi’s Speech**

"..." and the Vietnam people have been, and are continuing, to give us all their moral, economic, material support. We are extremely grateful that they have been steadfast in their support for us. The people of the world, as well as all the friendly people on earth, are our close friends.

**FAO Head Urges Social Policy Of Population Control**

"The key is to work for a balance in nature and to prevent the population from increasing beyond the limits of the world's productive capacity. This is the key to world peace."

**AT THE CINEMA**

**Seven Members Of Cabinet Promoted To Ministries**

"The promotion of these members of the cabinet is a reflection of the government's determination to strengthen its administrative capacity and to ensure the effective implementation of its policies.

**Home News In Brief**

"The situation in South Vietnam remains tense, with constant clashes between the government forces and the Viet Cong. The United States, Japan, and other countries continue to provide military and financial support to the South Vietnamese government.

**Japanese School Life**

**U.S. Navy Planes Hit Tragets 80 Miles From China Friday**

"The U.S. Navy planes are a clear indication that the United States is determined to use military force to protect its interests in the region. The action is a response to the recent aggression by the North Vietnamese and their allies.

**Johnson Urges Legislation To Control Ku Klux Klan After Woman Killed In Alabama**

"We must take serious action to prevent the Ku Klux Klan and other hate groups from carrying out such violent acts. The government and the people must unite to ensure peace and security for all Americans.
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